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ABSTRACT

Individuals with severely limited physical function such
as Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) sufferers are un-
able to engage in conventional music-making activities,
as their bodily capabilities are often limited to eye move-
ments. The rise of modern eye-tracking cameras has led
to the development of augmented digital interfaces that
can allow these individuals to compose music using only
their gaze. This paper presents a gaze-controlled digital
interface for musical expression and performance using a
real-time physical model of a xylophone. The interface
was designed to work with a basic Tobii eye-tracker and a
scalable, open-source framework was built using the JUCE
programming environment. A usability evaluation was car-
ried out with nine convenience-sampled participants. Whilst
the interface was found to be a feasible means for gaze-
driven music performance our qualitative results indicate
that the utility of the interface can be enhanced by expand-
ing the possibilities for expressive control over the physical
model. Potential improvements include a more robust gaze
calibration method, as well as a redesigned graphical inter-
face with more expressive possibilities. Overall, we see
this work as a step towards accessible and inclusive mu-
sical performance interfaces for those with major physical
limitations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Expression is a central component of human behaviour,
and music is one of the oldest and most fundamental forms
of expression [1]. Both conventional and digital musical
interfaces (DMIs) and instruments [2] contribute strongly
to human expression and interaction. Most forms of mu-
sical expression require some form of bodily movement,
which means that individuals suffering from debilitating
movement disorders can be severely limited in this regard.
Advances in modern music technology have made it possi-
ble to address this through DMIs, and in recent years, many
DMIs have been developed for individuals with physical
limitations [3]. These have been termed as adaptive digital
musical instruments (ADMIs).
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In a recent systematic review [4], ADMIs were segre-
gated into categories including tangible, touchless, biocon-
trollers, wearable, etc., with tangible and touchless (camera-
based) interfaces accounting for the majority. Of the re-
mainder, there were only two gaze-controlled interfaces.
Given the incredible communicative power of human eye
and its role in regulating human interaction and emotional
connection (and the advent of inexpensive eye-tracking tech-
nology) [5], it is interesting that the potential of gaze as an
expressive medium has not been explored to a greater de-
gree. Eye-driven ADMIs could, for instance, be invaluable
to individuals suffering from ALS [6], who lose movement
in all their limbs and are left with a very limited palette of
interactive gestures. Moreover, existing work has proved
that it is feasible to control sequencers and melodies using
gaze [7, 8] to produce expressive performances. A gaze-
based MIDI controller has also been developed [9] for use
with digital audio workstations such as Ableton Live.

We believe that much of the potential of gaze-based AD-
MIs remains untapped. For instance, existing systems have
typically used pre-recorded samples or simple oscillators
for sound generation. Modern computing hardware has
made it possible to manipulate more realistic-sounding phys-
ical models in real-time, which have been applied in in-
teractive sonification research [10]. Physical models are
particularly interesting for gaze-controlled ADMIs simply
due to the sheer amount of parametric control that can
be exercised over their sonic properties by a multitude of
gaze parameters [5] with minimal physical effort. Current
gaze-based DMIs are yet to explore modalities for interac-
tion with real-time physical models, and to the best of our
knowledge, there are no existing technological frameworks
that integrate robust eye-tracking with physical modelling
synthesis. Such a framework would greatly facilitate in-
terdisciplinary and iterative user-centered studies, an in-
dispensable component of human-computer interaction re-
search [11].

The goal of the present work was to build a scalable and
robust prototype framework to serve as a tool for exploring
the interactive potential of gaze-controlled physical mod-
els. Subsequent sections cover the state-of-the-art in eye
tracking and gaze-based DMIs, followed by the implemen-
tation, and usability evaluation of our prototype.

2. RELATED RESEARCH

The phrase eye tracking typically refers to the process of
localizing the instantaneous gaze of a user. Gaze data is
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classified into two categories, fixations and saccades [12].
Fixations are definite, fixed gazes of a user at a certain spot,
and saccades are rapid movements between two points that
may also be involuntary [12]. Dwell time, which essen-
tially is a measure of how long the gaze of a user dwells on
a particular point, is a well known parameter that is used to
differentiate between fixations and saccades [12]. In terms
of design, eye trackers may be head-mounted or remote,
and their working mechanism may be video-based track-
ing, infrared pupil-corneal reflection tracking, or based on
electrooculography [5].

Gaze-based ADMIs have used both head-mounted [9] and
remote [7, 8] eye-tracking systems. Aside from requiring
accurate and regular calibration [5], fixation detection and
smoothing algorithms have been found to be necessary for
consistent system behavior [7]. The interaction itself has
typically taken place on a graphical interface, with the gaze
point serving as a cursor that manipulates visual elements.
Interface design is constrained by limitations in the spatial
and temporal resolution of eye-tracking systems [5]. Some
existing guidelines are that on-screen artifacts must not be
very small in size, and should be spaced out adequately
and evenly [7, 13]. Other known ADMI design consider-
ations relate to latency, inconsistent spatial accuracy, and
the aptly-named Midas touch problem [8] where all viewed
objects are selected [5].

From an interaction perspective, gaze-based ADMIs have
provided control over step sequencers [7, 8], MIDI param-
eters [9], and melody notes [7]. However, the lack of time-
and space-accurate parallel control over GUI elements trans-
lates to increased interface complexity for achieving stan-
dard music production tasks. In the task of playing a timed
melody, the manipulation of timed sequencers addresses
the difficulty of navigating quickly and accurately to on-
screen note triggers, but adds a large number of interface
elements. Note triggers also need to be arranged in a dif-
ferent manner than traditional instruments (e.g, in a ring
[7, 13]), potentially making them less intuitive. In the only
documented rigorous evaluation of a gaze-based ADMI,
EyeHarp users [7] experienced steep learning curves and
comparable difficulty in mastering the ADMI to a tradi-
tional musical instrument. The amount of expressive po-
tential in existing ADMIs is also limited due to the absence
of expressive integrated synthesizers; only simple oscil-
lators and MIDI note triggers have been used [7±9], and
more complex algorithms have yet to be integrated and ex-
perimented with.

Overall, gaze-based ADMIs are still at an early stage, and
considerable advances are necessary in order to fully un-
lock the expressive potential of human gaze. An interest-
ing possibility is that of integrating online gaze tracking
with real-time physical modelling synthesis, a technique
with the potential to generate realistic sounds, albeit at a
relatively high computational cost [14]. We see this as
a hugely promising direction as it can help achieve a po-
tentially vast span of compelling and expressive parameter
mappings to link gaze and musical sound. At this point, it
is unclear whether a robust and usable implementation can
be achieved for real-time operation. Therefore, the primary

aim of the present work was to build a scalable prototype
to (A) evaluate the feasibility of combining gaze tracking
and physical modelling synthesis in a real-time interface,
and (B) serve as an open-source framework to facilitate the
future development of gaze-based ADMIs.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We developed a system integrating eye tracking, a gaze-
controlled graphical interface and physical modelling syn-
thesis into one software application. This section details
the interaction design and implementation specifics. We
used the following tools during the development process:

1. MATLAB: This was used to prototype the physical
model of a single xylophone bar and tune the subse-
quent bars.

2. JUCE: For our software application, we used the
JUCE framework for the real-time audio processing
and GUI classes it provided.

3. Tobii X2-30 Eye Tracker: This model is of the re-
mote variety, allowing for unencumbered head move-
ment. We chose this for its simple interfacing with a
windows laptop using the Tobii Eye Tracker Man-
ager software, which allows user-friendly calibra-
tion of the device. The software was interfaced with
JUCE using the C-based Tobii SDK.

3.1 Interaction Overview

1. The interface is run on a laptop, thus the screen acts
as the performance space.

2. The eye-tracker is placed on a table in front of a user
within its optimal range of operation (around 30-35
cm away)

3. The user calibrates the eye tracker with their sitting
position before each use, and looks at the software
interface (see Fig. 2), where a small green square
indicates the current position of the user’s gaze.

4. The user then plays music by looking at the various
musical keys (GUI buttons). Additional controls for
playing various types of diatonic chords and vary-
ing musical dynamics are also provided as buttons,
which are similarly activated through gaze.

3.2 Physical Model of a Xylophone

The xylophone comprises multiple wooden bars each cor-
responding to a different musical note, which are struck
using a mallet to generate sound. On breaking down the
challenge of physically modelling a xylophone, it is ob-
served that a wooden bar is the basic component of a xylo-
phone. Wooden bars can be physically modelled based on
the equations of the ideal bar provided by Bilbao in [15].
Chaigne and Doutaut also present the physical description
of a xylophone bar in [16]. On inspecting the structure of
a xylophone closely, it can be ascertained that the mallet
is the ‘exciter’, and the wooden bars are ‘resonators’ in a
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Figure 1. Graphical Representation of the Finite Differ-
ence Approach Used to Physically Model the Xylophone

xylophone. Vibrations are created when a mallet strikes a
bar, which are sustained by the bar to generate an after-
sound containing only the fundamental frequency of the
bar [16] [17].

For our purposes, the sound of a xylophone bar was sim-
ulated by physically modelling an ideal bar using finite
difference methods. To account for the decay of sound,
frequency based and non-frequency based damping terms
were incorporated in the equation of an ideal bar given
in [15]. Further, the excitation action was simulated by
using a raised cosine (Hanning window) as an initial exci-
tation for the model. It was found that this method gener-
ated results that could be tuned to sound close to how an
actual xylophone sounds.

3.2.1 Mathematical Equations

Bilbao provides in [15] the definition of the state of a sys-
tem distributed in space as:

u = u(x, t) (1)

The state equation of an ideal bar contains the second-order
partial derivative of the state of the system in space and the
fourth-order partial derivative of the state of the system in
time, related by the stiffness coefficient of the ideal bar. It
is given by Bilbao in [15] as:

utt = −κ2uxxxx (2)

Where utt denotes the second-order spatial derivative of u
in time, uxxxx denotes the fourth-order spatial derivative
of u in space and κ denotes the stiffness coefficient of the
bar.

The stiffness coefficient of the bar is calculated as:

κ =
√
EI/ρA (3)

Where,

• E denotes the Young’s modulus of the material of the
bar

• I denotes the moment of inertia of the bar

• A denotes the cross-sectional area of the bar, and

• ρ denotes the material density of the bar

The cross-sectional area of the bar is calculated by the
product of its width, b and height, x. The following equa-
tion, obtained from [16] is used to calculate the moment of
inertia of the ideal bar using the same two quantities:

I = bx3/12 (4)

However, equation (1) only describes an non damped,
ideal bar. In real life applications, like the physical model
of our xylophone, the bars are not be completely ideal and
they contain damping factors that determine how quickly
the generated sound fades away. The equation for a damped
ideal bar contains two extra terms, one for frequency based
damping and another for non-frequency based damping.

The non-frequency based damping term is given as:

−2σ0ut, (5)

The frequency based damping term is given as:

2σ1utxx (6)

Where σ0 and σ1 are the non-frequency based and fre-
quency based damping coefficients, respectively.

Combined, equations (2), (5) and (6) give us the final
equation that was used to model the bars of our xylophone:

utt = −κ2uxxxx − 2σ0ut + 2σ1utxx (7)

Equation (7) contains the following partial derivatives in
addition to the ones in equation (2):

• ut, which is the first order partial derivative of the
state of the system in terms of time

• utxx, which is the third order mixed partial deriva-
tive of the state of the system, in terms of both time
and space

All the partial derivatives need to estimated using finite
differencing methods in order to obtain the final equation
for the state of the system. Furthermore, the stability of a
finite differencing scheme is determined using a stability
condition, that incorporates the spatial step of the discre-
tised grid, h and also its temporal step, k. The temporal
step, k, is calculated as the inverse of the sampling fre-
quency.

The stability condition for a damped ideal bar, described
by equation (7) is given as:

h =

√
(4k(σ1 +

√
σ2
1 + κ2))/2 (8)

Finally, we arrive at the fully discretised state-update equa-
tion for an ideal bar, which is obtained by the expansion of
all partial derivatives in equation (7) using finite differenc-
ing methods described in [15]. It is obtained as:
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unl
+1 = 2unl −unl −1−κ2k2/h4(unl +2−4unl +1+6unl −

4unl −1 + unl −2) − 2σ0k(u
n
l − unl −1) + σ1k/h

2(unl +1 −
unl

−
+
1
1 − 2unl + 2unl

−1 + unl −1 − unl −−1
1)

Here, unl refers to the output of the system at the current
time state (n) and at the current spatial stage (l). In this
way, the locations of all terms in equation 4.9 can be ascer-
tained.

3.3 GUI Elements and Layout

Twelve musical keys were provided, corresponding to an
octave in an equitempered scale. Similarly to previous
work [7], the musical keys of the xylophone were placed
in a circular layout, with an inactive region in the cen-
ter. The musical keys were coloured yellow, changing to
green when struck to provide visual feedback. A green
on-screen pointer was also incorporated to indicate instan-
taneous gaze position.

Finally, it was decided to not place GUI elements towards
the extreme edges of the interface. This was done keeping
in mind the fact that the accuracy of eye-trackers is higher
towards the center of the screen, and it reduces closer to
the edges of the screen.

3.4 Tuning the Physical Model

Once a working iteration of the physical model was ob-
tained, it had to be tuned to sound like a xylophone. As a
part of this process, the pitch and timbre of each key had to
be tuned. The damping terms present in the state equation
of an ideal bar were used to tune the sustain of the output.
On the other hand, the length and height of the bar were
altered to change the pitch of the model [17].

A collection of anechoic recordings of xylophone notes
was used as a reference to tune the damping of the physi-
cal model by ear. These are made available for free by the
University of Iowa 1 . The damping factors were altered
until the output of the model seemed to have the same sus-
tain as the anechoic recordings.

To arrive at the correct pitch for the xylophone bars of the
ADMI, the MATLAB FFT function was used to analyse
the output of multiple versions of the ideal bar. The next
step was to tune each key to a fixed fundamental frequency.
The fundamental frequencies of the semitones in the octave
C4 - B4 are widely known, therefore the task at hand was
to match the frequency of each of the 12 keys to that of
the correct semitone. After some initial attempts, it was
ascertained that increments in the height and the length of
the ideal bar had the effect of increasing its fundamental
frequency. It was noticed that an increase in the height of a
virtual xylophone bar reduced the spatial resolution of the
finite difference scheme, whereas an increase in the length
had the opposite effect. Therefore, it was decided to only
alter the length of the bar to bring about changes in the
fundamental frequency. Bar lengths corresponding to one
musical octave were thus ascertained, and can be seen in
Table 1.

1 https://theremin.music.uiowa.edu/
MIS-Pitches-2012/MISxylophone2012.html

Note Length (in metres)
C4 0.6810
C♯4 0.6720
D4 0.6520
D♯4 0.6460
E4 0.6270
F4 0.6191
F♯4 0.6030
G4 0.5690
G♯4 0.5356
A4 0.5270
A♯4 0.5120
B4 0.5061

Table 1. This table shows the different notes selected
for the interface, and the length (in metres) of the virtual
wooden bar for each fundamental frequency

3.5 Gaze Tracking Functionality

1. The Tobii X2-30 was interfaced with the computer
using the Tobii EyeTracker Manager software on the
computer 2 .

2. The Tobii SDK 3 was used to interface the eye tracker
with JUCE, which obtained instantaneous gaze data
from the eye tracker at a rate of 40 Hz. The raw gaze
tracking data was obtained separately for the left and
right eyes.

3. A data description process was undertaken to permit
fluid sonic interaction with the physical model. First,
the two gaze points received at every instance were
averaged to find a central gaze coordinate. Next, a
gaze-detection algorithm was implemented to inter-
polate the data and allow smooth gaze based control.
The gaze detection algorithm used was presented by
Kumar et al. in [18], and its pseudo-code given by
Kumar in [19]. This algorithm takes into account the
previous coordinate at every step, and then compares
it to a predefined ‘saccade threshold’ which is the
radial distance from a point beyond which the sub-
sequent coordinate is classified as a saccade. It then
stores coordinates not described as saccades in a 20
sample window and computes the weighted mean
of this window to obtain a final coordinate location.
The on screen gaze pointer was programmed to fol-
low this interpolated gaze coordinate location.

The formula used to calculate weighted mean in the
saccade detection algorithm is given in [19] as fol-
lows:

pmean = (1·p0 + 2·p1 + ..... + n·pn−1) / (1 + 2 + ...
+ n)

2 https://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/
eye-tracker-manager/

3 https://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/
tobii-pro-sdk/#Downloads
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Figure 2. User Interface of the Final Iteration of the Virtual Xylophone

4. Finally, a function was implemented to trigger any
button that contained the on screen gaze pointer.

Audiovisual demonstrations of the xylophone and ADMI
can be accessed on Dropbox 4 . The source code of the
project is available on GitHub 5 .

4. EVALUATION

We carried out a brief user study to assess the prototype in
terms of

• Usability (captured using the System Usability Scale
(SUS) [21])

• Desirability and Playability (using word selection
techniques proposed in [22])

4.1 Participants

A convenience sample of nine participants (students at Aal-
borg University Copenhagen) was used for the evaluation.
They had different levels of music training and general
experience using eye-trackers. Each participant was in-
formed about the purpose and duration of the experiment,
and relevant consent was obtained from each participant.
No sensitive personal information was collected about the
participants and they had the option to withdraw at any
time.

4 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rihsgakhpag0b6i/
AACqLc5Eu-oiCa4pE-fXCWUIa?dl=0

5 https://github.com/mrkandpal/EyeTrackingJUCE

4.2 Experimental Setup

The experiment was carried out at the Multisensory Expe-
rience Lab at Aalborg University. It was hosted on an Asus
laptop running the JUCE application with integrated eye
tracking and also provided experiment instructions. Fur-
thermore, a demo video of the interface was also shown on
this laptop, which documented the tasks each participant
had to perform as a part of the experiment.

4.3 Procedure

The following steps were followed by each participant:

1. First, the participant was briefed about how eye track-
ing works and the purpose of building this ADMI.
The eye tracker was then calibrated.

2. The participant was then given some time to get ac-
customed to the ADMI and its interaction mecha-
nism. Once a participant became comfortable with
the ADMI, they were asked to play the C major scale
on it.

3. The participant was then presented with a set of 3
different tasks, each of which was described to the
participant through a video tutorial.

4. Finally, the participant was presented with the SUS
survey and the desirability assessment word-list.

4.4 Data Analysis

The data were collected and analyzed in MS Excel. The
key outcomes were as follows:
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Sr. No. Statement Valence
Aggregated

Score
1 I think that I would like to use this system frequently. + 2.34 ± 0.82
2 I found the system unnecessarily complex. - 1.67 ± 0.67
3 I thought the system was easy to use. + 3.12 ± 0.74
4 I think that I would need the support of a technical person to use this system. - 1.67 ± 1.05
5 I found the various functions in the system to be well integrated. + 4.00 ± 0.67
6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in the system. - 2.34 ± 1.05
7 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly. + 3.78 ± 1.13
8 I found the system very cumbersome to use. - 3.45 ± 0.95
9 I felt very confident using the system. + 3.34 ± 0.94
10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system. - 1.45 ± 0.50
11 Overall SUS Score 65.5 ± 11.53

Table 2. Results from the SUS questionnaire. Each statement was rated on a discrete scale from 1-5, where 5 indicated
complete agreement, and 1 was complete disagreement. As is evident from the table, the statements alternated in terms of
their valence (+/-). The aggregated values are presented as mean± standard deviation. An SUS score of 68 is considered
average [20]

1. SUS Score and its subcomponents

2. The occurrence frequencies of the selected words in
the desirability assessment

5. RESULTS

Overall, we observed that the participants were able to
use the interface and successfully perform the tasks. Ta-
ble 3.5 summarizes the item-wise and overall aggregated
SUS scores from the usability evaluation. The obtained
mean (65.5) was slightly lower than the documented aver-
age from research [20]. The ratings indicate that that par-
ticipants found the various functions of the interface to be
well integrated (Item 5) and the overall system easy to use
(Items 2, 3, 4, 7, 10). Despite this, users appear to have
found the system cumbersome (Item 8) and they did not
express wishing to use it frequently (Item 1).

Table 3 summarizes the outcomes of the desirability as-
sessment. The majority of frequently- and somewhat used
adjectives are positive in valence, with the exception of
words such as frustrating, clumsy, slow and so on as shown
in the table. The combined results are discussed in detail
in the next section.

6. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this work, we designed and developed a JUCE-based
technical framework to explore the feasibility and interac-
tive potential of gaze-controlled physical models for mu-
sical expression. We were successful in realizing a stable
working prototype with simple note and chord generation
capabilities, and our usability test showed that the graphi-
cal interface was operable without excessive difficulty.

Looking closely at the SUS results, it is clear that the par-
ticipants did not find the system to be prohibitively com-
plex or confusing. This could be attributed to the simplicity
of the interface and its available interactions. The straight-
forward layout with clearly separated sections pertaining

to hit velocity, note/chord mode and ring-shaped note trig-
gers may have contributed to the participants’ ease in op-
erating the interface. The ring-shaped design was based
on past approaches [7, 13] and appears to be a suitable
layout shape for note triggers in such applications. How-
ever, it is equally likely that the simplicity of the interface
contributed to participants not finding it engaging enough
to wish to use it frequently. It will be interesting to see
how participants’ impressions of ease-of-use scale when
the system itself scales in complexity and functionality. It
is likely that the addition of new expressive affordances
will lead to a similar steepening in learning curve to that
seen in [7].

In spite of the stated ease-of-use, the overall usability
of the system was rated below average, partially because
participants tended to find the system cumbersome to use.
We strongly suspect that this was in large part due to spa-
tiotemporal inaccuracies in the eye tracking as well as cal-
ibration drift, both of which are well-documented issues
with present eye tracking technology [5] and past ADMIs
[7,9]. Whilst it is likely that newer hardware and firmware
will gradually resolve these issues, a more sophisticated
digital filtering algorithm (e.g, Kalman filter [23]) could
have improved the usability of our system, and will be ex-
plored in future versions of the framework. Another possi-
ble cause of the user difficulty may have been the relatively
brief training phase; it is likely that participants would have
found the system easier to use with more practice, as also
highlighted in [7].

The findings from the desirability evaluation aligned well
with the SUS results, in that participants highlighted themes
related to simplicity and intuitiveness, but also frustration
and clumsiness. Whilst the overall positive disposition of
participants can be interpreted in the system’s favour, it
is likely that being in the same room as the experimenter
during the test may have introduced a social desirability
bias into the responses of the participants. Future studies
should adopt blinded designs with anonymous responses
when conducting these assessments so as to minimize this
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Frequently Used Somewhat Used Seldom Used
Word Valence #Occ Word Valence #Occ Word Valence #Occ

Accessible + 8 Clumsy - 3 Annoying - 2
Entertaining + 5 Easy-to-Use + 4 Appealing + 2
Frustrating - 6 Responsive + 4 Satisfying + 2

Intuitive + 5 Slow - 4 Unpredictable - 2
Simplistic + 6 Stimulating + 3

Straightforward + 7 Uncontrollable - 3
Unconventional +/- 3

Usable + 3

Table 3. Results from the desirability assessment. The words are segregated based on how many participants selected them
(out of a total nine) into frequently used, somewhat used, and seldom used. The interpreted valence of each word as well as
its number of occurrences is also indicated. Words selected by less than two participants are omitted here

form of bias. However, the main takeaway from both as-
sessments appears to be that the participants found the in-
terface straightforward and easy-to-follow, but that its lim-
itations in terms of tracking accuracy and expressive po-
tential negatively contributed to their overall perceptions
of its usability.

This work had several limitations, both in terms of de-
sign and evaluation. The interaction design provided only
limited parametric control over the physical model proper-
ties. Future versions should enable a greater degree of user
control over expressive parameters related to articulation,
strike position, timbre, and dynamics, aside from adding a
wider selection of instruments and possibly step sequenc-
ing functionality like in past DMIs [7, 8]. The parame-
ter mappings should explore the use of embodied concep-
tual metaphors as a means to create meaningful movement-
sound links [24]. In terms of technical considerations, sup-
port should be added for several eye-tracker models, and
rigorous assessments of computational load and tracking
accuracy should be conducted to ascertain the pros and
cons of the various eye-tracker morphologies [5]. Our eval-
uation assessed usability and desirability with convenience-
sampled participants, but did not investigate user percep-
tions of the expressive capabilities of the system with the
user group. An evaluation procedure similar to that done
in [7] is a good reference for future versions of our frame-
work. Lastly, an interdisciplinary approach that involves
end-users (e.g, ALS patients) in the design process would
be the ideal approach to ensure that the developed system
services its target audience.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we were able to establish a feasible digital
musical interface that integrated gaze tracking with real-
time physical modelling synthesis in a scalable, open-source
prototype. Whilst the interface was found to be a feasible
means for gaze-driven music performance our qualitative
results indicate that the utility of the interface can be en-
hanced by expanding the possibilities for expressive con-
trol over the physical model There is indeed much room
for further development, improvement, and evaluation, but
we believe that the present work provides a robust techni-

cal framework for the future exploration of gaze-controlled
physical models for musical expression. We hope that this
can serve as a step towards enabling individuals with se-
vere physical impairments to experience a rich world of
digitally augmented creative musical experiences.
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